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VALUE
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MAGIC BEAN GAMES
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Board game and software development

& Gamification education development



We are making the 

VALUE
VISION

We are designing and producing board games. Through sustainable content 

development, we are providing more fun games and better quality content, and 

we are creating not only our own creative games but also functional games that 

government agencies and companies need..

“ We make everything you imagine into a game”

FUNPASSION VALUE

MISSION Our mission is to make a pretty and fun board game that can make everyone in 

the world laugh.

our

CORE VALUE

Potential to drive change

while doing what we like

The power to innovate while 

doing what you're good at.

Relaxation to laugh while 

working together.



An expanding company.MAJOR BUSINESS

We developed 27 own games and 
developed 100 games for government 

agencies and businesses.
.

Board game development

We are developing hypercasual games 
based on mobile platforms and 

preparing services.

Mobile game development

We do character design, production of 
goods using character IP, and licensing 
business..

Character Design

We design content and train instructors 
for online and offline mixed big game 
and gamification education.

Big game and educational 
content design.



Genre Educational games, family games, hypercasual games.

Target Childrens (70%), Adult (25%), Senior (5%)

Sales Online Shop (70%), Direct Delivery (20%), Fair (10%)

Average 
price.

25 USD / 1EA  ( 15 USD ~ 35 USD )

representativ
e work.

Sixteen, Code Talk, Shake Shake, Segonsa, Egg Add, Etc.

MAJOR BUSINESS

Board game development

Our core business is designing and producing board games.

We make valuable board games as well as fun.



We developed more than 100 board games and built 

know-how at the request of companies, institutions, 

organizations, and individuals.

Institution

Education for new employees, promotion of institutions, big games,

introduction of local tourism, design of play areas for experience

centers, and development of textbooks.

Corporation

It developed employee training, corporate history and core value

training, corporate promotion, and management simulation board

games.

MAJOR BUSINESS

Board game development



• We have about 250 characters that we have produced ourselves.

• We are making contents such as board games, mobile games, and goods using the characters we created. 

• About 20 characters were developed and supplied at the request.

MAJOR BUSINESS

Character Design



It is a hypercasual web board game that can be easily enjoyed by men 

and women of all ages with a simple system and operation method 

on a mobile platform using the IP of our board game "Sixteen." 

With Android and IOS operating systems, you can play regardless of 

mobile type, and it provides a variety of spaces with single games, 

random games, and games for members. It is preparing to be 

officially released on Jan. 30, 2024, as the first case of mobile gaming 

of domestic board game and will be released simultaneously in Korea 

and globally.

MAJOR BUSINESS

Mobile game development



It is an application that developed the previously developed 

tabletop board game as a digital board game.

It's easy to download to your smartphone or tablet PC. It is 

a software education game that allows you to understand 

computer principles easily and funly while playing alone or 

by several people. It has no in-game text and is simple to 

operate, so anyone in the world can easily use it.

MAJOR BUSINESS

Digital board game development



We have its own facilities such as UV printers and contractors, 

so we can reduce manufacturing costs, shorten production 

periods, and reduce labor costs. All processes except wood 

parts are carried out in Korea, so product quality and after-sales 

service are guaranteed.

We have. 

Production facilities in possession.
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Magicbean Games

2019.07.19

Patent
Signal combination 

educational
board game

2019.07.16

Patent
Binary Education

Board Game

A challenging enterprise.

INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS
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